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The design of klystronns is based on the inteensive
utilization off simulation codes, which
h can evaluatte the
complete beam-cavities innteraction in the case of large
signals. In thhe present wo
ork, we presennt the develop
pment
of a 2-D stteady state ssimulation co
ode that can selfconsistently evaluate the effects of thhe electromaggnetic
field on the particles
p
and oof the particless back on the field.
The algorith
hm is based oon the iterativ
ve solution oof the
power balancce equation inn the RF strucctures and it aallows
determining the ampllitude and phase of the
electromagneetic field staarting from the
t
cavity m
modes.
Some applicaations of the ccode to a singlle cavity and a two
cavity klystrron are presented and coompared with
h the
results obtaiined from thheory and fro
om another code.
Effects of sp
pace charge fo
forces in the drift
d
tubes aree also
evaluated.

INTRO
ODUCTION
N
The tools commonly uused to designn klystrons caan be
wo main categgories: on onee side we hav
ve the
divided in tw
hich are steaddy state, very
y fast
so-called dissk codes, wh
D) codes, while on the otherr side we havve the
(usually 1-D
more accuratte and generall-purpose PIC codes.
In the pressent work, we present a steaady state algorithm
f-consistently compute the motion of charged
that can selfparticles in the presence of electromaagnetic fieldss: the
charged partiicles contributte to the fieldss, and the fieldds act
orithm is valiid not
back on the charged partiicles. The algo
i is in some gun
g codes [1]], but
only for stattic fields, as it
plied to the caase of
also for RF ffields, so thatt it can be app
mented
klystron caviities, feeded oor not. This caan be implem
hich finds a steady
to write a kllystron simulaation code wh
state solutionn for the system.

plete and ortthogonal set,, the cavity field can bee
comp
expaanded in termss of these natuural modes:
=

=

thatt
h =
f
. IIf the cavity iss driven at a frequency
With
is cllose to the resonant frequeency of a parrticular mode,,
h enough, thee
and the quality faactor of that mode is high
ampllitude of that mode will bbe large with respect to alll
mmon for klysstron cavities,,
This caase is very com
the others.
o
in thee
m
so it
i is possiblee to considerr only one mode
expaansions:
≅

Cavity Ballance Equattion
We consid
der a generic electromagnetic resonatorr, fed
from a RF driver and with an elecctron beam going
g
through it. Since the naturral modes of a resonator fo
orm a

The field in the caavity is then eequal to the naatural field off
mode of
o the structurre, multiplied by a complexx
the design
d
a phase. Too
fficient α, to bee determined in amplitude and
coeff
w apply thee
on for this ccoefficient, we
get an expressio
me V of the cav
nting theorem
vity delimitedd
m to the volum
Poyn
he surface S (ffig. 1):
by th

ure 1: Poyntin
m
ng theorem appplied to the cavity (beam
Figu
pipe not representted).
1
2
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parated in twoo
The first integral in equation (33) can be sep
partss: an integral oover the waveeguide aperturre S1, that cann
mission line formalism
f
[2],,
xpressed by using the transm
be ex
ver the remainning surface S2, that can bee
and an integral ov
noff condition
n
writtten by using the Leontovvich-Schelkun
≅ ℎ
for ggood conducttors; we can tthen assume
3], and then use the defiinition of thee
on the
t surface [3
s
m
qualiity factor Q0 of the cavity. With some manipulations
he balance equ
mes:
uation becom
[4] th

____________________________________________
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≅ ℎ

THE SIMULAT
TION ALG
GORITHM
We derivve here an equation th
hat expressess the
amplitude annd phase of tthe field insid
de the cavity
y as a
y and that caan be
function of the beam cuurrent density
solved iteraatively in oorder to obbtain a com
mplete
description of
o the mutual interaction beetween the eleectron
beam and thee klystron resoonators.
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. The left

side of eq. (4) contains the power flowing across the
waveguide aperture; the incoming wave can be written in
= 2
, while the
terms of the input power
outcoming wave can be expressed as
=− + ,
where Ve is the wave emitted from the cavity. Its
amplitude depends only on the stored energy, while its
phase can be expressed as a function of the phase of the
incoming field, V+ if there is no beam; if there is also the
beam, it depends also on the phase of the field inside the
cavity (i.e., on the phase of α). We then have the final
equation for the complex coefficient α:

The Simulation Algorithm
In order to get the value of the field coefficient α we
need to know the positions and the velocities of all the
particles along the cavity. This means that we have to
solve the relativistic equations of motion for all the N
particles in presence of the electromagnetic field given by
(2). The simulation algorithm is the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.
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The first term in equation (5) is due to the input power
coming from the waveguide, and it is obviously different
from zero only for the case of the klystron input cavity.
The last integral represents the interaction between the
cavity field and the beam current density. This current can
be written as the sum of the N individual electron
currents, so that we get, after some manipulations, the
final expression of the coefficient:

∗

can be obtained from an
and ℎ
electromagnetic simulation code as the FEM
code developed by S. Tantawi;
Calculate the new value α2 for the field
coefficient through eq. (6);
If α2=α1 (within a certain tolerance) go to the
next step; otherwise assume a new value for α1
and go to step 2.
Calculate the steady state solution for the
electromagnetic field by eq. (2).

Simulations Results
(5)

−

Assume an initial value α1 for the field
coefficient;
Integrate the equations of motion for each
particle through the length of the cavity with
and =
ℎ , where
the field =

The routine described in the previous paragraph has
been implemented using Mathematica [5]. In order to
check the self-consistency of the method, the first step has
been the simulation of a simple X-band pillbox input
cavity (11.424 GHz) with a 100 A-100 KV beam flowing
through it. We used, as a first approximation, the
analytical field of an ideal cylindrical cavity without
beam pipe plus a Brillouin focusing magnetic field, and
we neglected the space charge forces between particles.
Fig. 2 shows the outcoming power
= | − |
as a function of the cavity resonant frequency for an input
power of 250 W and an external Q of 95, chosen to
minimize reflections. We can see that we have a
minimum of the outcoming power from the cavity at
11.450 GHz, slightly above the design frequency, as
expected in the presence of the electron beam.
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Figure 2: Outcoming power from a pillbox input cavity as
a function of resonance frequency (GHz).
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The algorithm has then been applied to a cavity with no
RF power coming from a driver, like the output cavity of
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Figure 4: Flow chart for the steady state simulations with
space charge.
This routine has been implemented so far only by using
the analytical approach and by making some
approximations in order to preserve the simplicity and the
speed of the code; in particular, free space potentials have
been used for the calculation of the space charge fields.
Further work has to be done in order to optimize the
implementation of the complete space charge algorithm.

CONCLUSIONS
Figure 3: Voltage in the second cavity calculated with the
Mathematica algorithm (blue), AJDisk (red) and
kinematic theory (green).

The Space Charge Field
An iterative method to evaluate the effects of the space
charge fields in the drift tubes between klystron cavities
has then been developed and it is being implemented in
the code.
We search the steady state solution by applying the
method shown in fig.4: the first iteration consists of a
simple tracking of the electrons through the drift tube,
without considering any kind of space charge field. The
result is a complete description of the particles phase
space as a function of time inside the pipe between two
cavities. After this first tracking we can calculate the
space charge potentials generated by the previous
particles distribution in every point of the pipe and for
every time t. This can be done either analytically (with
some approximations), or numerically, by solving the
Poisson’s equation (in the particles frame and then
Lorentz transforming) with an electromagnetic solver.
These potentials are then used to integrate the equations
of motion during the second iteration. The space charge
potentials can then be recalculated and the procedure is
iterated until it reaches convergence.

A steady state algorithm which can self-consistently
simulate the complete beam-cavity interaction has been
presented. The method is based on the iterative solution of
a power balance equation, and it determines the amplitude
and phase of the electromagnetic field inside the structure
starting from the cavity mode field.
The algorithm has been implemented using
Mathematica and it has been applied to some simple
situations in absence of space charge effects.
The effect of the space charge forces has then been
introduced by using an iterative routine and its complete
implementation is still in progress.
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a two cavity klystron. Space charge forces have been still
neglected. In this case the beam itself is responsible of the
field excitation and the modulated beam is the one
coming from the previous input cavity followed by a 30
cm drift. In this case the cavity resonant frequency and
the external Q are optimized to maximize the output
power so that we get a maximum efficiency for this
simple device of 30% at 11.364 GHz with Qe2=40.
The results of the previous simulations have been
compared to the ones obtained with klystron kinematic
theory and with AJDisk [6], a 1-D simulation code for
round and sheet beem klystrons developed at SLAC.
Fig. 3 shows the voltage induced by the beam in the
second cavity of a two cavity klystron as a function of the
beam current. The new algorithm shows a good
agreement with AJDisk in the case of very low current
simulations, while the voltage is overestimated in the case
of higher beam currents, as expected, since the effect of
the space charge forces has not been included yet in the
algorithm.
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